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The world is in shambles. Into 2022, covid, high inflation, supply chain issues, and 
American’s enemies across the globe are doing high-fives and striking. Americans are 
suffering, and Americans’ influences in global affairs have weakened. Americans need 
to ACT to make American GREAT again in 2024!  

This is RedneckAssociates and we are bringing you the message. And an opportunity.  

We are issuing tokens centering 2024 election to bring up people’s awareness to this 
matter: America4Trump (A4T). Supply will be limited to 20241105 tokens starting from 
$0.42 USD. Check below for ICO information.  

Why 42? Because it’s the answer for all (Google it 😊  if you happened to not get it), 
and it reflects our standing in 2024 election. We want to FIX THIS MESSAGE on the 
chain for good and make it a phenomenon. We will at some point have our coins listed 
on exchanges and let more people get involved. 

WE ARE ALSO LAUNCHING IT TO STOP CHINESE FROM TAKING UP THE MARKET.  

About ICO 
Initial offering will have 2 stages. Stage 1 for all tokens will last 42 days, and offered at 
$0.88 USD. Stage 2 will start right after Stage 1 for another 42  days and at $2.436 USD 
per coin. Afterwards tokens will be regularly sold for $4.2 USD.  

We do think this token can hit beyond $42 USD during 2024 election.  
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Pres. T is currently banned from major social media outlets. We are doing this ICO just 
ahead of Elon purchasing Twitter and unbanned Pres. T. We think you should seize this 
window of opportunity, but please do not leverage into it as there is a risk as all other 
investments. 

Use Case 
RedneckAssociates is going to provide campaign merchandise to Trump supporters by 
June 2023, and will accept our tokens as payment. Payments made with our tokens will 
enjoy a 48% discount (all our tokens will be treated equally). That means our token 
hodlers will enjoy discount rate for distributors who place large orders, which is a 
pretty good rate for small business. Oh, we also will accept customized orders if we 
carry things you want to mod.  

We are currently sourcing quality manufacturers from clothing to accessories and are 
looking to add interesting small goods and possibly shoes too. Once we get our first 
order, our website will open link to our webstore operated from Texas.  

We have in mind benefits of our coin hodlers. We promise to reinvest at least 10% of 
our profit from business activities into our coins to keep increasing their intrinsic value. 
The team will also seize any opportunity to have the coins listed on a major exchange. 

About RedneckAssociates 
RedneckAssociates is formed by a group of concerned citizens and cultists:  
Redneck (financial analyst)  
Hillbilly (electronics engineer)  
Fishwife (a sharp crypto-trader)  
Simpleton (software engineer in financial blockchain technology), our tech kid.  
Bigot (venture capitalist, and our advisor) 

Quite a group of capable modern Americans in our own view. But due to the sensitivity 
of the matter we will remain anonymous until an appropriate time comes. We don’t 
want our efforts to be disturbed as our prior you-know-what-I-mean. 

Ending Words 
It’s our belief that Trump Era will come, and it will mark the start of a whole new era in 
American history! 

Trump 2024 

RedneckAssociates 
May 14, 2022
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